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About This Game

Warning: This game is not completed. Even though the alpha is over, you will still face issues and bugs. Still a beta.
Join us on Discord!

Do you want to go back to a time where 50% of the game was not locked behind a paywall? Then join us in our time machine as
we make this dream come true.

Vengeance features:

Great gunplay: Weapons feel heavy, responsive and will challenge your ability to face recoil!
Full bot support: No internet connection? No problem! Play the multiplayer completely offline against our bots!
Great graphics: Did you know that the game is using Unity? Probably didn't expect that, did you? We have been working
day and night to bring this experience to you - with great looking, modern graphics!
Amazing weapon animations: One thing that has always been on the top list of our players: The weapon animations. We
are working hard to bring you only the finest of first-person weapon animations.
Amazing sounds: Footsteps, explosions, gunfire. Every single sound is amazing. Guns are loud, can't hear footsteps
across the map. Take a listen!
Custom sprays: Tired of being charged a fee for using non-custom sprays, for a limited time? Use our Spray editor and
submit your own, custom sprays to the Workshop and directly use them in-game.

This is not your typical Early Access shooter that is abandoned after a few weeks. It's a time machine back to a better time. The
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difference is: This is still in active development.

https://www.patreon.com/314arts
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Title: Vengeance
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
314 Arts
Publisher:
314 Arts
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher; 64 bit version

Processor: A CPU released in the last few years

Memory: 5 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: 64 bit version IS required to play the game!

English,German,Czech,Russian,Turkish,Italian,Arabic,Polish
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I am a Romanian :). Genuinely great game, but the free portion of it is pretty bad.. I absolutely love unit packs, I love looking at
the cool designs for each culture, I love the detail and research that goes into them. However most unit packs come seperately
and are $2 a peice. So having four in a deal together for $6 is great. Plus the adition of other content makes it definately worth it
for me.. Fun and full of silly references to other games, series and movies. Monkey Island references are in there, so are Dr.
Who, Bioshock, etc. etc. It is more fun if you actually know the references. That said, the controls are a little gimmicky, but you
are not punished too much for failing. The idea of replaying stories with different outcomes is also quite interesting. It is rather
short though and at the time of writing a teaser for 'chapter 2' plays at the end. This will take you a few hours at most..
Horrendous.
Very very poor.
This might have been a poorly written program on a 1980s compuiter. This is not even up to the standards of that decade.. Dark
story dispite the perfect world it sets up. I like it!

Clunky but challanging gameplay

Just needs to open itself at the user perfered settings

This game needs optimization, the lag is atrosious for a sprite based game.. Tidalis is a 2D puzzle game that is kinda a cross of
match-3 and Tetris. Blocks of various colors drop from the top of the board, and the player can click any block to cause a
stream to move in the direction(s) the arrrow on the block points. If it hits one of the same color, it's redirected in the way ITS
arrow points, up to 3 blocks each step. It's a simple premise, but Tidalis contains an almost limitless number of spins on this
basic format with special modes, block types, speeds, gravity, and any number of other ways to mix up the formula. for the
price which this game frequently goes for, it's absolutely worth the price.

My one negative aspect to this game is the adventure mode - it's very long, and a large number of the levels rely too heavily
upon luck of what the board looks like in its initial state: many levels are only rarely winnable, so it can be frustrating to try to
work your way through the campaign and have to restart a level repeatedly just to get favorable conditions.

At any rate, it's unique among match 3 games, so if you're looking for something that feels both familiar and unique, you should
give this a look.
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This game focuses on FUN! Wanna launch you'reself out of the map? Do it! Wanna go in loopty loops, glitching through them?
Do it! I also played the stuntmania jr game a metric \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton so this is nostalgic. For 5 bucks I can't
reccomend this enough!. biocock inbred. Awesome little Indie game. Great puzzle / platformer. The puzzles were just right, not
too hard and not too easy. Great visuals as well. Wish they had more pars outside. Definitely would recommend to anyone who
wanted to kill a few hours.. Dynamite Jack feels like a finnish homebrew from the nineties. I wager that this was a game that
was made technology first, design later. The story is slapped on, the art direction is nonexistent, the levels are simple and
uninteresting and the game introduces pretty much all of its few features in the first couple of levels. I see no reason to
recommend nor play Dynamite Jack.. This game is terrible and hard to play. There are seemingly impossible tracks that you
MUST pass to continue, and no matter how many times I try and perfect my path to the end, it's still not possible. No wonder
this game has a score in the 30s.. it has really bad frame rate
. cant complete the game without walkthrough
but still its a masterpieces
one day i can complete half life 2 without walkthrough
This game is like donkey kong & mario but with explosive barrels

this game is gold. I don't know if I already made a remark but this Add-On is the worst I have downloaded. You enter the map,
it is unnecessarly crowded, which causes frame rates to plummet which causes your bus to do more spazzing out\/jumping that
properly driving. At 43 dollars, I expected quality, not a giant pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and headache. Also
really? Another Mercedes Benz Citaro??? All the routes pretty much follow the same roads (when the map is stable enough to
run, which is never) so it's the same old runs (which are too tight to keep up with) and the scenery? It looks like flattened images
of crowds of people, water, and trees.

I cannot for the life of me recommend this map to ANYONE. Try Berlin X10, Chicago Downtown, or even Grundelphia (found
on Vtransitcentre.com). I would very much prefer a full refund but I'm not sure about the likelyhood on that.
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